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Recommendations

1. Support of the UNESCO FCS
2. Broaden the scope of culture in the introduction by  
   a. Develop further linkages between culture & development  
   b. Emphasize the importance of cultural diversity
3. Further define intangible heritage dimension to reflect African culture (body  
   expressions; cultural landscape etc.)
4. Provide definitions on key cultural terms used in FCS
5. Develop the social dimension
6. Consider complementary African data sources and documents as input to the  
   consultation process
7. Produce a draft resolution on the importance of cultural statistics for the next  
   conference of Ministers of culture
8. Development of language theme for Africa
9. To choose at least two countries within Africa for piloting the implementation of  
   FCS
10. Group identify the need to develop guidelines
11. Group identify the need to develop pre-implementation training
12. Development of indicators should be done in the implementation phase